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here are countless museums throughout the country, most
of which focus on one specific part of history. While a
Dearborn, Michigan, institution began with a singular focus,
today it has expanded to one of the most renowned museums in
the country, covering everything from civil rights issues to light
bulbs and nearly everything in between, dating back hundreds
of years.
The Henry Ford Museum, along with Greenfield Village, is
the product of Henry Ford, who wanted to preserve the side of
American history that was seldom covered in history books. As
a young boy, Ford began fiddling with nearly anything he could
get his hands on, especially clocks. During the first decade of the
1900s, Ford began buying items and storing them in his office
located in Highland Park, many of which involved inventions
that made daily tasks easier. With his lifelong hero being Thomas
Edison, Henry began acquiring nearly anything he could find that
involved his idol. They were also said to be very close friends,
with stories telling of Henry taking a wheelchair to Edison’s
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home when he was wheelchair bound, so
they could race around his house.
After Ford was quoted as saying that
“history is bunk”, numerous newspapers,
including the Chicago Tribune, published
articles accusing Henry as being an
anarchist and an ignorant idealist. Soon the
automobile mogul was in court suing the
Chicago Tribune for $1 million for libel
– the trial took place in Mount Clemens
in 1919. In reality, Ford never meant
that history in general was useless for
everyone; what he meant was the type of
history covered in school, such as dates
of wars and political accomplishments,
were not of interest to him. As a result
of these events, Ford was compelled
to create his own museum so he could
See COLLECTION Page 9

W

hile the entire state of Michigan has an ancient and
often mysterious history that predates the arrival
of Europeans by hundreds of years, few areas have been
documented as extensively as Mackinac Island.
Human interaction on the island dates as far back as 1,000
years, based on archeological items discovered, and it is
believed that it was used by Native Americans as a spot for
fishing during the warmer months – in fact, ancient Indian
lore states that the Chippewa fished this area before Mackinac
Island was even formed. The Anishnaabe (Ojibwa) tribe was
one of the first to occupy the area, which they referred to as
Mish-la-mack-in-naw, which translates to “big turtle” – legend
states that the first natives saw the island emerge following the
last glacial period and to them, the landscape looked like a large
reptile poking out of the lake’s surface. After they traveled

See BELOVED ISLAND Page 14
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In our June issue, we invited readers to share their Stay-at-Home stories with us! We suggested that stories should be
of positive outcomes from this period of social distancing and/or lessons that have been learned as a result. You could
email those to ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net. I planned on featuring a few in this issue and in our September issue.
As of today, when I am writing my Letter from the Editor for August, I have not yet received any. So, I got thinking
about this. Certainly this has been a time of stress, sorrow, worry, loneliness and anger for many. Social media has
been loaded with comments and opinions on everything from does COVID-19 really exist to the benefits or possible
harmful health effects of wearing a mask. I have to say that some people have not always been kind or considerate in expressing
their beliefs. The air seems to me often to be filled with more negativity than normal. I even find myself being slightly more edgy
when I have to respond to an issue or problem. Am I asking too much for POSITIVE Stay-at-Home stories? I think not.
Please help me show others, such as myself, who may be feeling slightly distraught due to COVID-19’s mandates and constraints,
that
good, positive things can come out of all of this. I am extending my request for positive stories until the end of the year and
ThumbPrint News is a monthly
will print as many of them as I can in future editions. (I fervently hope that I will have more than I can use.)
publication provided free to our readers
online and is distributed to prime
So, this month I am trying to find something positive that I can write about that has come out of the past few months. As I am
locations throughout the Thumb area.
using my computer and pondering, suddenly a pair of large, round, black-as-midnight eyes peer at me over my screen. It is my
We encourage our readers to support
tuxedo cat, Hope.
the advertisers who made this issue
It suddenly dawns on me that she is my little ray of sunshine, the light at the end of the tunnel of a long, stressful, 14-hour day.
possible. Tell them you saw their ads in
Hope started life as an outside, feral cat. Somewhere between when she was born and when she was three months old, she
ThumbPrint News!
received a horrible injury to one of her front legs and was left with a mangled, twisted
ThumbPrint News is not responsible
or liable for opinions and/or ideas
mess of a leg. It must have been extremely painful. I have seen a video of her outside
expressed by columnists or guest writers,
when a New Baltimore pet rescue service was trying to live trap her so they could
or articles not written by our staff.
help her. She could hardly walk, but had already developed a strong distrust of any
ThumbPrint News can be mailed
human. With determination, she was finally trapped and taken to the rescue. From
directly to your home for as low as
there, her healing was long and challenging. Her leg could not be saved and had to
$2.50 an issue! Call (810) 794-2300
be amputated. That necessitated her wearing a cone while she was healing. A photo
to find out how! Or you can check out
of her with that cone showed one miserable, little, afraid kitten.
ThumbPrintNews.com/Subscribe
for more information.
I met Hope in December. My husband of 45 years had passed away at the end
of September, and I was feeling lonely and in need of something to lift my
spirits up. I decided to adopt a rescue kitty. The rest, as they say, is
history. She stayed with her foster mother another month and then I
traveled to Memphis, Michigan, to meet Hope just a month or so before
COVID-19 began shutting down our nation. She was being fostered by a
sweet family with kids, dogs and cats. Hope was healed, but tiny and still
scared of human contact. There was just something about her that drew
me to her. I knew she needed a home that would be fairly quiet (no other
animals or kids) so she could develop a trust for whomever adopted her.
That ended up being me.
I brought Hope home in a travel carrier. I’d had cats in the past and
none of them ever liked traveling in a carrier, usually howling or meowing for the entire trip. However, as soon as I got Hope
in the car and started the car’s motor up, she fell asleep in the carrier. She looked so peaceful lying there inside.
The earlier trepidation became a reality when I arrived home with her. I put her down on the floor and she immediately ran
off and hid behind a cupboard. There she remained and refused to come out for several days.
Hope was a challenge. But a challenge is exactly what I needed to take my mind off of the loss of my husband. From
January all the way through the months of COVID-19, I worked with her, played with her and celebrated even a tiny bit of
improvement. When I went away for a few weeks to Florida, my housekeeper came over every day and patiently did the
same things I was doing.
Eventually, our persistence paid off and she has become a loving, playful bundle of joy. She races through the house on three legs, plays constantly with her cat toys (and
also makes toys out of anything that happens to drop on the floor). She spends most of her day at home alone, but as soon as I come home from work, she is in my lap, purring,
rubbing on me and letting me know that she loves me very much. She does the same thing to my housekeeper, though she is still skittish around anyone else.
During the Stay-at-Home order, she has become my little piece of hope. Usually, if I were to adopt an animal, I would pick out a name for it that I liked. Hope was given her
name by her foster mother and I kept that name for her as it couldn’t be more perfect for the times that I have had to meet, not only personal challenges, but also the challenges
of a global pandemic. Hope, you give me hope!
–Diane Kodet
Publisher & Editor in Chief:
Diane Kodet
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net
Advertising Team:
Scott Zimmer, (586) 524-2562
Editorial Team & Newspaper Staff:
Bethany Wolf (Graphic Designer)
Laura Irwin (Staff Writer & Graphic Designer)
Louise Allen (Staff Writer)
Ralph McKinch (Staff Writer)
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I've taken classes where there was no need to take notes. I've taken others that I could
not keep up with the instructor, and a lot of needed information was missed because I just
couldn't write fast enough.
That's how most of my days are at work too. I change into what I call my "school
shoes", and there are days when I coast through with minimal interaction with a patient
who may be in a coma, and other days when I get the opportunity to pull up a chair and
have a long, meaningful conversation with someone, usually significantly older than me.
I always try to glean a little wisdom from people with more history behind them than me.
That happened today – the meaningful conversation. So did the note-taking.
"Would you like me to turn on the television for you?" I asked my sweet, 89-year-old
patient.
"No," she said, "I can't have the TV on. I'm just lying here remembering, and thinking
about the past."
I pulled up my chair, had a seat, leaned in and asked her if she was okay. And then I
listened as she wrestled out some things that had apparently bothered her for a long, long
time. I wasn't taking notes, but if I had tried to, I could never have kept up with her.
"My daughters don't speak to each other, and they have no idea what a burden this is to
me." By this time, my darling patient was crying pretty hard. "I keep trying to think back
and remember what I did wrong. Where did I fail? What did I do wrong?"
I tried to reassure her. I'd met her daughters; they were both very nice and actually
seemed as lovely as she was.
We had a few laughs and agreed that
we do the best we can as moms, and the "For if you forgive others for their
choices they make as adults are no longer transgressions, your heavenly Father
a reflection on us. I asked her if she'd do
anything different if she could go back to will also forgive you. But if you do not
forgive others, then your Father will
the past.
"No, I wouldn't," she said. Then we not forgive your transgressions."
both smiled, and she laughed through her
– Matthew 6:14-15 (NASB)
tears as she said, "Well, I guess now that
I've worked that out, I can turn the TV on
and stop thinking about the past!"
I hated telling her goodbye – I really did. I won't forget her, and I won't forget her
words about how horribly it hurt her to carry the burden of her children not speaking
to each other. I'll also probably never stop wondering if her daughters knew how
much they were both hurting their mom by not speaking to one another, if they would
choose to reconcile, because reconciliation and forgiveness are, in fact, a choice...
AND a command. I just wonder. Yeah, it was a note-taking, "school shoes" kind of day.

ISBN: 978-1940676470
PAGES: 422
RELEASE: 5/30/2020
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"A vacation is having nothing to do and all day to do it in." – Robert Orben
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The Silver Lining in Cha nge
Contributed by Amber Deegan,

General Manager for Beltone Skoric Hearing Aid Center

To say that we are living in unprecedented times is an understatement.
There is so much uncertainty from day to day, but as the Greek philosopher
Heraclitus said, “Nothing is constant except change.” So, we must adapt with
our ever-changing times as gracefully and efficiently as possible; there is
always a silver lining!
For the health and safety of everyone, we are now mandated to wear masks.
While this may be just a minor adjustment for some, for our most vulnerable
struggling with untreated hearing loss, this poses a major problem. Many
people that suffer from untreated hearing loss tend to get by reading lips,
and now that they can no longer do so, they are faced with finding another
means of communicating altogether because of the masks. I, myself see this
as a blessing in disguise, no pun intended. This current state of change may
be what many needed to finally address their hearing loss condition, which
will also inherently alter the trajectory of their lives in many positive ways.
Treating a condition like hearing loss can have so many positive effects,
such as a better quality of life, more intimate relationships, personal safety,
freedom, increased self-esteem and confidence, and more effective
communication with loved ones and professionals. While on the contrary,
choosing not to treat a hearing loss condition has many negative effects,
such as increased risk of hazards like falling, missing alarms, emergency
sirens, phone calls and doorbells. Additionally, choosing not to treat hearing
loss has been scientifically proven to cause cognitive decline and contribute
to dementia and Alzheimer’s.
Let’s take these changing times to reflect on the good within the seemingly
bad. If you or someone you know is struggling from untreated hearing loss,
please address the problem immediately. Some common signs of hearing
loss include speaking loudly, listening to the TV loudly, asking others to repeat
themselves often, ringing in the ears, to name a few. Hearing loss will not go
away; it only gets worse over time when left untreated. However, when treated,
most people begin to experience an entire new found life.
Editor’s note: Beltone Skoric Hearing Aid Center has been serving the hearing-impaired
community in Michigan for over 30 years. They have made it their mission to educate
about the negative effects of untreated hearing loss. For more information, please visit
their website www.beltoneskorichearing.com or call to schedule a free hearing exam
at one of their 38 locations: (810) 356-0559.
BALANCE
COMMUNICATION
COMMUNITY
CONNECTION
FAITH
FAMILY
FREEDOM
GRACE
HEALTH
HEARING
HOPE
INSPIRATION
LOVE

BeltoneSkoricHearing.com

NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF
UNTREATED HEARING LOSS

WARNING
DON’T IGNORE THE WARNING SIGNS

3X INCREASED RISK OF FALLING

5X INCREASED RISK OF DEMENTIA

32% HIGHER HOSPITALIZATION RISK

DEPRESSION & SOCIAL ISOLATION

1) Difficulty hearing in noisy
situations, like restaurants
2) Trouble understanding women’s
and children’s voices
3) A need to ask people to
repeat themselves
4) Hearing, but not understanding
what is being said
5) Television sounds muffled
If you’ve experienced any of the above,
get your hearing tested immediately!

Dear Neighbor,
If you’ve been relying on reading
lips to understand conversations
due to hearing loss, it will be very
difficult to read lips while wearing a
mask, as this may be our new way
of life. Hearing and understanding
“Speak up, I can’t
what’s going on around us is more
quite understand
important now than ever before.
you with that
Let’s solve the root of the problem
“Maybe it’s
mask on...”
by treating your hearing loss
more than just
condition today.
the mask!”
We offer free 1-on-1 in-home,
in-office or curbside hearing testing,
as well as remote telecare services. Our offices are also taking extra sanitary precautions,
such as sterilizing our offices before and after each patient and wearing protective face
masks and gloves to serve you.
Because we know finances may be an issue, we want to extend a helping hand. We are
offering: BUY ONE HEARING AID, GET YOUR 2ND HEARING AID 1/2 OFF.
Please call (989) 607-4576 or (810) 356-0559 today to use your special offer coupon below!

AS SMALL AS A DIME

SAVE BIG

BUY ONE HEARING AID

GET 2ND 1/2 OFF
CALL US TODAY TO FIND OUT HOW

PEACE
UNITY

*Towards the purchase of select model hearing systems, based on two instruments.
Discount taken off MSRP. Cannot be combined with any other offer or discount.
Not valid on prior purchases. Limit one coupon per person.
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GROWING UP IN DETROIT 1940s–'50s

By Gerald Nyquist,

ThumbPrint News Guest Writer

It all started on December 28, 1940. I was born in Deaconess Hospital on
Jefferson Avenue in Detroit, a bit north of the Belle Isle Bridge “very early in the
morning,” according to my mother Lucille (Reiter) Nyquist. Being the holidays,
it was a busy time and extra stressful because I arrived on my mother’s sister
Geraldine’s wedding day; I was named after her. Mom planned to attend the
wedding, but I had other plans for her. My maternal grandmother Frances was
babysitting Dennis, age 16 months, my brother and only sibling. The wedding
party visited the hospital and the bride gave mom the bouquet instead of the
traditional tossing. My father, Paul, was somewhere during the ordeal. I suppose
at the hospital. Anyway, we all survived.

“lighting the tank.” Also, there was always a tea kettle on the Detroit Jewel gas
range in the kitchen for hot water. Our General Electric refrigerator probably
was as old as the house, and served faithfully. My parents took both appliances
to East Detroit for basement use when we moved, and the refrigerator was still
humming along happily when I sold that house in 2006, following my mother’s
death. Trash was burned in a 55-gallon drum in the alley behind our lot, and a
garbage truck picked up weekly, sometimes having to slog through the muddy
alley, getting stuck at least once, to my recollection. Occasionally, a sheeny man
with horse-drawn wagon plied the alleys, collecting junk that he could sell. This
was the norm back in the ‘40s; few, if any, worried about pollution.
Houses of this era had “milk chutes” where the milkman opened a little door and
deposited glass bottles of fresh milk; I don’t know why they were called chutes,
because there was simply a small horizontal surface to set bottles on. I was once
pushed through the chute to unlock our entry door when we were inadvertently
locked out. Wow, I had to have been really small to fit through there! I can
recall a horse-drawn milk wagon making its way along Britain, the horse patiently
waiting at each stop while milk was delivered. Blocks of ice used to refrigerate
the milk were thrown from the wagon periodically when no longer needed to cool
the dwindling supply of milk. We boys sometimes took this ice from the street
and chipped-off hunks to suck on, never giving cleanliness a thought.
My parents had a late-’30s Pontiac automobile, and earlier put a lot of miles on
a ’36 Ford – one of my dad’s favorite cars. The first car that I can remember was
our 1941 Pontiac, purchased new and in service for us through WWII. Next came
a ’47 Plymouth, ’48 Packard, late-’40s, used Crosley (my mother’s wheels), ’51
Packard and ’51 Ford (my mother’s upgraded wheels). Then there were the ’52
Ford, ’52 Oldsmobile, ’54 Oldsmobile and ’56 Buick. There were many more,
but not while we lived in Detroit. My first car, 1957, was a ’52 Ford Mainline; no
frills, but I added stuff from junkyards.
Our home on Britain
Before Dennis and I were on the scene, my parents had a dog named Jigger
I lived with my family on Britain Avenue on the east side of Detroit until 1957, that my mother spoiled on Campbell’s chicken noodle soup; she said that was all
when we moved to East Detroit (now Eastpointe). The Britain house was a that it would eat. I don’t know what became of Jigger; probably he died young
handsome brick bungalow with beautiful plasterwork, hardwood floors, leaded from a bad diet. They say that every boy needs a dog and every dog needs a
glass front windows and a canvas-covered front porch. It was built early during the boy, so the next pet was a spaniel named Rags, because that’s what his long ears
Depression. The neighborhood is near the Cadieux exits from I-94. The house was resembled. Mother used to pin his ears up with a clothespin to keep them out of
purchased a year or two before my parents married, the money loaned from Dad’s his food dish. One day, when I was probably about five, I was on the living room
Aunt Alma, a Swedish immigrant who had returned to Sweden. House payments floor playing with some tools, and Rags began affectionately licking my face
were $25 per month. The house was rented-out until my parents
and getting in my way, so I pounded his paw with
married, the revenue was used for house payments and saving
a hammer. He howled! Dad soaked the paw in
for furniture. My great grandfather Adolph Dittman finished
an Epson Salt solution. Sometime later when our
part of the attic into a bedroom, and later the remainder was a
front door was opened, Rags shot out, never to be
playroom; these seemed large to me at the time, but they had to
seen again. That was our final pet, except for the
have been small. Dad finished the basement into a workshop
snakes, frogs, etc. that we boys had in the garage
and recreation room; the so-called fruit cellar was retained.
for our budding zoo.
Initially we had a coal-burning furnace and gas water heater
City planning was excellent in our area, with
that one would light with a match when hot water was needed,
schools and good shopping close-by. Within a
then shut-off before the water boiled – no automatic thermostats
couple of blocks were three grocery stores, a barber
back then. We carried “clinkers” (burned coal remains) from
shop, a millinery shop, a dime store, a pharmacy,
the basement in a bushel basket. Modern gas replacements
shoe, clothing and hardware stores, a bank, a dry
came eventually. Interestingly, during the coal furnace days a
cleaner and more. The Vogue Theater was there
pipe from the water heater tank ran through the furnace, thus
too, where we enjoyed Saturday matinees for 25
Gerald, the author, on the right, and his brother Dennis
providing some warm water during the heating season without
cents. In the 1940s, Mother used to walk to the
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Wrigley supermarket (not very super by today’s standards) and carry two full
grocery bags home in her arms, and I can remember her tearing ration stamps
from a little book at the check-out back when many items were rationed due to
WWII.
Clara B. Arthur Elementary School was two blocks from home; we walked to
school and went home for lunch. Edwin Denby High School was about a mile
from home; I walked, rode my bike or rode a DSR (Detroit Street Railways) bus
when the weather was bad; we had “bus cards”, paying a reduced fare of five
cents. Dennis and I were friends with loads of kids living nearby, including a
family down the block that had eight boys; Billy was in my class at Arthur. Not
surprisingly, their family was on a tight budget; their father drove a Mills Bakery
truck. A sweet treat for those boys was a buttered slice of bread sprinkled with
sugar. Some hand-me-down clothes that Dennis and I outgrew went their way.
Our awning-covered front porch had a glider and chairs during summer for
evening relaxation. Neighbors occasionally walked by and would stop to chat.
Dad worked long hours, so usually it was Mother, Dennis and myself on the porch.
When it rained, we gravitated toward the wall to stay dry, sometimes followed
by a mad dash to the door. We had great next-door neighbors: Lowry’s on one
side, with chow dog “Yummy” and Steinly’s on the other side, with cat “Parky.”
Steinly’s had two daughters, many years older than me. The girls’ bicycles were
gathering dust in their garage, so my parents arranged for Dennis and me to
become the new owners – our first full-sized bikes. But they were girl’s bikes;
how humiliating! Soon we had shiny, new Schwinn Black Phantom bikes, the
Rolls-Royce of bicycles at the time. Still later, in our teens, we had professional
racing bikes and were active in racing locally and at distant venues, including
Chicago, Summerville, New Jersey, Orlando and Washington D.C. I competed in
the junior division (younger than 17) most of the time, attaining third-place state
champ twice and once tenth-place national. Training was time consuming for
those serious about racing, so it ended when I entered college, a higher priority.
Looking back, I realize why mother worried so about our cycling on Detroit’s
busy streets. We picked-up lots of scar tissue from various crashes, although
fortunately for me none involving cars or trucks; nevertheless, I’m surprised that
I survived those years. I still ride, but not very fast anymore.
Our first television set arrived in the late 1940s – a GE with a ten-inch screen.
Three channels were available, and in late evening they signed-off until morning.
We still regularly listened to our beautiful RCA console radio/phonograph. The
wonderful nightly serials – Lone Ranger, Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, etc. –
were popular throughout the ‘40s. I would lie in the dark on the living room floor
to listen, the red pilot light of the radio piercing the darkness. Since we were
among the first to have television, it was a draw for neighborhood kids who would
stand on our porch and peer through our living room windows at the little screen.
Dad was a tool-and-die maker and worked long hours during the war, learning
later that part of the time he had been machining components for the atomic bomb.
The overtime pay bankrolled our cottage, three acres on Lake Huron, just north
of Port Sanilac. We drove there weekends from Detroit, about 100 miles. There
were no freeways back then, and Sunday evening traffic returning to Detroit was
really heavy. Dad, with Mom’s help, built the little house and out-buildings with
their own hands. Amazingly, part of the construction was done without power
tools, because we had no electric service the first few years. My parents labored
like homesteaders; Dennis and I played. Hand pump, ice box, kerosene stove and
outhouse kept us going. Baths, if any, were in the cold lake or nearby gravel pit.
We were young, taking it in stride! Eventually, we had electricity and modern
conveniences in an enlarged house. Incidentally, sometimes that little Crosley
car made the cottage trip a bit of a challenge. During summers, sometimes Mom
and us boys stayed at the cottage for the week while dad worked down in the city.
With no car, we walked to Port Sanilac for groceries. Dennis and I once rode our
bikes from home to the cottage, a real grind that would hospitalize me today.
These are fond memories of this soon-to-be octogenarian. In less than one
lifetime, horse-drawn wagons and live coverage of a man stepping onto the moon;
an amazing era to be alive! Sadly, Deaconess Hospital is gone, the Britain house
is boarded-up, Arthur School sits empty with broken windows, nature closing in,
and the nearby shopping has largely disappeared. The pace of life seemed slower
with less stress back in those proverbial good-old days; of course I was a kid with
parents looking out for my welfare. Thank you, Mom and Dad.
Editor's note: Dr. Gerald Nyquist is a retired biomechanical engineer residing in Macomb Township.
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Sales Specialist
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$
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2013 FORD

EXPEDITION LIMITED
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2016 DODGE $

14,850*

RAM 1500 ST

TRADESMAN HEMI 8FT BED
*Absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
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SAT: 10AM-2PM | SUN: CLOSED

(810) 637-5757
BILLMACDONALDFORD.NET

SERVICe | full detailing | accessories | tires
The Works

3995

4795 $

$

Tire Rotation • oil change • brake inspection
fluid top off • battery test • filter check
multi-point inspection • most cars up to 5 qts.
WITH THIS AD. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. EXPIRES

8/31/2020

Get Your Vehicle Detailed

139

169

00 $

$

CARS

00

SUVS & VANS

WITH THIS AD. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. EXPIRES

8/31/2020

free multi-point inspection

3995

$

FRONT END ALIGNMENT

4995

$

4 WHEEL

WITH THIS AD. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. EXPIRES

8/31/2020

MEET
OR BEAT
COMPETITORS’ TIRE PRICES
MOST MAJOR BRANDS

WITH THIS AD. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. EXPIRES

8/31/2020
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show Americans how this country was truly built and how it
developed over the years. As Henry continued his ascent to
become one of the richest and most influential men of his time after producing the
Model T and seemingly inventing the assembly line, he never lost his appreciation
for his upbringing.
Henry’s spectrum of collectible pieces broadens greatly after 1919, when he learned
of a roadway project in his hometown which threatened the future of his childhood
home. Ford quickly started the painstaking process of moving the homestead and
restoring it to the way he remembered it
when his mother passed away in 1876 – his
assistant was given the task of searching
the outskirts of town for specific items Ford
remembered from his childhood. This was
just the beginning of moving and restoring
landmarks of all types, which soon came to
include the Botsford Tavern. The bar was
constructed in 1836, just outside of Detroit,
and became a favorite eatery for Henry and
Clara Ford. In the mid-1920s, Ford purchased
Henry Ford's birthplace
the inn, doubled the size of the ballroom and
returned the building to its original décor through an extensive restoration. Another
project Ford took on around the same time was purchasing the historic Wayside Inn,
which was constructed in 1673 in Sudbury, Massachusetts. Along with the building,
Henry obtained nearly 3,000 acres surrounding it so he could preserve the landscape
as well – while these projects remained in their original location, Ford was now
bitten by the restoration bug and began having historic buildings dismantled and
shipped to him.
Near the end of the 1920s, the vision that Ford had for approximately a decade
began taking shape. Henry employed his draftsman from Ford Motor Company,
Edward J. Cutler, to lay out the plans for Greenfield Village – early projects included
tasks such as clearing trees, setting foundations and laying roads. The first buildings
needing to be restored and rebuilt began arriving on the site in 1928, and while work
was far from done at Greenfield Village, Ford hired architect Robert O. Derrick to
construct a massive indoor museum to house his extensive collection. Henry was very
particular with how he wanted his projects completed
and this was no exception, since he shot down the
idea of separate rooms, it was constructed completely
open, stretching 12 acres. Greenfield Village and the
Henry Ford Museum were dedicated on October 21,
1929, although they were both far from complete –
the dedication day was also the 50th anniversary of
Thomas Edison’s creation of the incandescent light
bulb. During the ceremony, which was known as the
Arrival of "The President" steam “Light’s Golden Jubilee”, Henry Ford arrived on a
locomotive at Smiths Creek Depot 1850’s locomotive and was accompanied by President
in Greenfield Village for Light's Hoover and Thomas Edison. From there, the group of
Golden Jubilee, October 21, 1929 men went to the reproduced Menlo Park Laboratory in
Greenfield Village, which is where the now 82-year-old Edison had his breakthrough
with the light bulb – the name of the museums were originally called the Edison

COLLECTION

Continued from Page 1

794-5678 for garage door maintenance!
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Institute in honor of his friend.
Despite the fact that the museum and village were
open to the public, Ford’s vision for both sites was
just beginning. Just before his grand opening, Ford
started a Scotch Settlement School, which taught
children all of their basic education, as well as
hands-on trade skills, such as operating machinery
and housekeeping. This building, constructed in
1861, in Dearborn, was where Henry attended
school from the age of seven to ten. Although
Construction of Scotch Settlement
School after relocation to
paying customers were eventually allowed to view
Greenfield Village, 1929
this section of the village that housed the school, it is
said that Ford ensured that the students were allowed anywhere on the property. By
1934, a high school was added for the older students to continue their schooling, and
just three years later the Edison Institute of Technology, an engineering college, was
established. The educational institution experienced its highest enrollment in 1940,
when 300 students attended the school that had now expanded throughout Michigan
and even outside the United States.
As time passed Greenfield Village grew into a one-of-a-kind, interactive museum,
with 70 buildings sprawled out over 240 acres. Aside from Ford’s childhood home
and school, other dwellings include the workshop he used on Bagley Avenue to
create his first gas-powered motor, which was first tested on his kitchen sink with
Clara’s assistance. Interestingly, when Ford finished
the vehicle, it became evident that the door was too
narrow to get it out of the garage, forcing Henry to
bust out bricks so he could take his invention for a
test drive – he also constructed his Quadricycle in
this building. As proof of what many would call an
obsession with Thomas Edison, Ford also recreated
his Fort Meyers Laboratory, where he worked during
1896 Ford Quadricycle Runabout, the winter, as well as the Sarah Jordan Boarding
first car built by Henry Ford House, which is where his single, male workers lived.
These buildings, along with Edison’s Menlo Park Laboratory, reside in a section
of the village dedicated solely to his friend.
Other buildings of interest include vintage
taverns, mills, farms, a courthouse, churches, as
well as industrial buildings. Since Ford didn’t
want to just show visitors what the buildings
looked like, but how things worked as well, he
employed numerous workers to demonstrate
skills, such as weaving, pottery, blacksmithing
and glassblowing, beginning in the mid-1930s.
Today, visitors can be transported around
the village using the railroad, a Model T or a Menlo Park Compound construction site in
Greenfield Village, January 1929
carriage.
While Greenfield Village is sure to awe anyone who graces its property, the indoor
Henry Ford Museum is equally impressive. Even though Henry’s collecting began
simply as purchasing things to tinker with at a young age, it eventually expanded
into one of the biggest collections of Americana in the
See COLLECTION Page 22

Panorama showing construction in Greenfield Village, September 1929
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ALUMINUM BOAT TRAILERS
15 to 50 Feet
PH: 586-726-5848
or 877-499-5586
Fax: 586-477-1155

Francek Water Conditioning
6115 Emmett Rd., Brockway

Call Today Toll-Free 800-848-5150

Authorized, Independent Kinetico® Dealer • www.fwch2o.com

SPECIFIC

PESTERING PROBLEMS
yJackets
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Y
Stingers Yellow

August is here, and unfortunately, that means aggressive and territorial yellow
jackets are too. These flying insects are becoming more active and increasingly
protective of the nests they’ve spent time building up and have been known to attack
those who get too close. An attack from them can be scary since just one sting can
be extremely painful, made worse by the fact that they do not lose their
stingers, meaning you can get stung over and over again. Not only that,
but each colony can grow to upwards of thousands of workers. Because of
this, attempting to remove one of their nests without proper knowledge
and gear can be very dangerous.
Now that you know to stay away, maybe it would be helpful to
understand what to look for? Yellow jackets themselves look very similar
to the European paper wasps, but with a few distinct differences. First, their
antennae are black, whereas the European paper wasps’ are a yellowishorange color. Second, yellow jackets are noticeably smaller measuring on
average a 1/2 inch long, as opposed to the 3/4 inch length of the European
paper wasp. Third, the type of nests built by yellow jackets are very
different than those of the European paper wasp. A description of a visual
nest is usually enough for a professional to identify which insect you have over the
phone.
Yellow jackets have three main nest types they build: an aerial paper nest, ground
nests or a wall void nest. The aerial paper nest will almost always be attached to a tree
branch and look to be mostly enclosed with a single entry/exit hole at the bottom.
Construction of the nest will normally begin in early spring, but they generally
remain unnoticed until they’re the size of a basketball this time of year.
Ground nests can be dangerous since they aren’t easy to spot, but they will have
one or two entry/exit holes. If you start to see several insects constantly entering or
exiting one area of your yard, it is a safe bet there’s a ground nest. The activity will
be constant due to the fact that they need to be out hunting for food and materials

www.AmericanClassicBoatTrailers.com
20 minutes north of Detroit
32535 South River Road, Harrison Twp., MI 48045
Shipping Worldwide • Midwest • North Carolina • Phoenix, AZ

Informational Tips and Advice on Common Household Pests from Nicole
Szymczak, President of ABC Bees and ABC Home & Commercial Services.
that aid in expanding their nests. Despite the constant flow of
activity, these nests can be hard to spot and are often discovered
inadvertently by disrupting them. Stepping on it or running the
nest over with a lawn mower will cause these stinging insects to
attack! It is important you know not to start swinging your arms;
they will feel more threatened and call for help from others in the nest to aid in the
attack. RUN! Put as much distance between you and them as possible until they
stop following you.
Perhaps the most disturbing place for yellow jackets to build their nest
is in a wall void. They will find gaps or holes in, around and underneath
siding or even cracks in bricks that can lead into a wall void of your home
or garage. This can be exceptionally unsafe because yellow jackets have
chewing mandibles, which means they are able to chew through drywall.
Blocking the nest entry hole will cause them to search for an alternate
escape route which just may be directly through the drywall into your
home. Alternatively, using over-the-counter products can also worsen
the situation. By law, over-the-counter products are required to have
a smell. If you can smell it, they can smell it! The scent will push the
yellow jackets further into the wall void to get away from the bad smell,
and in their attempt to escape, they may possibly chew through your
drywall and pour into your home by the hundreds or thousands.
So, what can you do? Unfortunately, there is no preventative treatment for yellow
jackets. You have to treat them as they appear. Due to the high number of insects
in the colony by this time of year, their nests are exceedingly difficult to eliminate
completely. Couple that with the fact that each insect can sting repeatedly, and you
have a potentially perilous situation. Nevertheless, calling for professional help is the
best way to proceed. Self-treating these nests can be much more dangerous for you!
If you notice yellow jacket activity in your yard or home, call immediately because
the longer the nest goes untreated, the larger and more aggressive the colony will
become. At ABC Bees, we understand how dangerous yellow jackets are. Give us a
call at (810) 794-5678 to set up treatment, letting our trained technicians tackle your
yellow jacket infestation!

Yellow Jackets are Back!

BEES
ABC

The bigger the hive, the more aggressive they become!

DON’T DELAY!

Call us soon as you see
them flying around!

abcbees.com • abcbees@comcast.net • Licensed and Insured
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(810) 794-5678 to clean your chimney!

CALL toll-free
(888) 783-8190

A good vocabulary is a powerful tool and makes communication
simpler, so we will continue our quest for unusual words and
their meanings. We hope our readers will join in our learning
journey by submitting some uncommon words they’ve
discovered.

Lakeshore Legal Aid offers free
civil legal services for survivors of
domestic violence and sexual assault.

Compiled By Laura Irwin, ThumbPrint News Staff Writer

Any fool can know. The point is to understand.” – Albert Einstein

contumacious

con·tu·ma·cious [ \ känt(y)o͝oˈmāSHəs/ ]

An adjective meaning stubbornly disobedient: rebellious First known use: 1583, from
Latin contumax "rebellious", or, in specific cases, "showing contempt of court".
Ex. The judge threatened to charge the contumacious witness with contempt of court.

opprobrium

op·pro·bri·um [ \ ə-ˈprō-brē-əm \ ]

A noun meaning 1: something that brings disgrace, 2 a: a public disgrace or ill fame
that follows from conduct considered grossly wrong or vicious b: CONTEMPT,
REPROACH. First known use: 17th century from the Latin verb opprobrare meaning
to reproach from the noun probrum, meaning “disgraceful act or reproach”.
Ex. They are going ahead with the plan despite public opprobrium.

recusant

To speak confidentially with an attorney,
call our Counsel and Advocacy Law Line:
CALL toll-free (888) 783-8190
Mon, Tue, Thu 9AM to 5PM | Wed 9AM to 6PM | Fri 9AM to 1PM
OR call one of our local offices:
Port Huron office: (810) 985-5107; Caro office: (989) 673-5652
Mon-Fri 8:30AM to 4:30PM

rec·u·sant [ \ ˈrəˈkyo͞oz(ə)nt,ˈrekyəz(ə)nt/ ]

A noun meaning 1: a person who refuses to submit, accept or obey an authority or to
comply with a regulation, 2: an English Roman Catholic of the time from about 1570
to 1791 who refused to attend services of the Church of England and thereby
committed a statutory offence. First known use: circa 1553, in the meaning defined
in sense 2 above from Latin recusare to reject, oppose, from re- + causari to give a
reason, from causa cause, reason.
Ex. Recusant persons and families will be under observation by the government.
If you have suggestions, please email the word(s) and meaning(s) to thumbprintnews@comcast.net,
along with your first and last name and the city of your residence, or mail them to us at the address
located on page 2 of the paper. When we use your submitted words, we will credit you in the column
so please be sure to include your first and last name and the city of your residence.

Pet Phontgoe
Challe



 

  

  
FREEPIK.COM
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Visit our website at: www.lakeshorelegalaid.org
Lakeshore Legal Aid: 30500 Van Dyke, Suite 601, Warren, MI 48093
Chief Executive Officer Ashley Lowe approved the content of this message.

This project was supported by Grant No. 34 U.S.C. § 20121 (OVW-LAV) awarded by the Office on
Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions and
recommendations expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Justice.

A while back, we asked our readers to photograph their favorite
animals reading ThumbPrint News. We have featured dogs, cats, a
fish, a bearded dragon and have a hedgehog for a future edition.

HERE ARE A FEW INTERESTING
FACTS ABOUT TORTOISES:

This month we are featuring a tortoise!

A group of tortoises is called a creep.

!

The scales on a tortoise’s shell are
called scutes.
Some tortoises can live to be over 200
years old.
Tortoises live on all continents, except
Antarctica.
Tortoises use the roofs of their mouths to
smell, not their noses.
The USSR sent tortoises into space in 1968.
They returned safely to Earth having lost just
10% of their bodyweight.

This is Zipp, who enjoys reading ThumbPrint News while soaking in

his tub. Zipp was six years old on Valentine’s Day and is a red-footed
tortoise. He lives on the land, not in water. He enjoys walking around
the house and visiting with the family dog, five cats and two bearded
dragons. After a long day, he settles in to bed with his ThumbPrint News.

SO, HOW MANY OF OUR READERS OUT THERE WOULD LIKE TO JOIN IN OUR ANIMAL CHALLENGE?
IT CAN BE ANY KIND OF PET OR, IF YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN, A WILD ANIMAL.

Let’s see whartiekwined
of a menage with.
can come up

HOW TO SUBMIT: Please

submit a good quality .jpeg photo(s) to
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net and include a few sentences about
your photo(s). When your photo(s) appear in the paper, we will be
sure to send you a complimentary copy, so please include your full
name and address with your submission. If you need to submit via the
postal service, please mail to the address on page 2 of this paper.
Enclose a SASE if you want your photo returned. Thank you.
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By Pamela Lynn Hayes
ThumbPrint News Columnist

Summer certainly has a feel
and a smell of its own – in my
mind anyway.
If I'm not careful, I can stay busy and preoccupied with everyday life; time gets
away from me and before I know it, it is back-to-school time and the retail stores are
filled with fall decorative items and ads about football season – not to mention the
upcoming holiday season.
This year has been an odd one, though. Maybe it’s because of the chaos we have
all endured the past few months, but it seems this summer season has been kind
of out-of-sync with the seasonal norm of the past. Even our Great Lakes seem a
little temperamental this year with the eroding shorelines threatening the beaches,
waterfront homes, parks and recreation areas.
I have and still am enjoying my favorite season this year. Wild bird feeding is my
new part-time hobby this season, and that has been a fun thing to do and learn
about. The cottage did receive a facelift this year, with a fresh sanding and a coat of
deck paint. Each year I like to give my place an upgrade and personality change of
some sort, whether it's landscaping, outdoor themes or simply moving around lawn
furniture to a different location.
At least the days are longer and evenings are enjoyable outdoors. I never
understood what the term "dog days of summer" meant. To me, that term seems like
mid to late summer when it is a drag and the heat is miserable. I have even heard
the term "summer slump" as a reference to the entire summer. How can this be?
Is this thought pattern similar to how I feel about the drab days of January through
March in Michigan?
Michigan sure is beautiful in the summer. I am making sure I get out on Lake
Huron to enjoy some boating and fishing, sitting in the sand and getting a nice
summer tan. I'm splitting my time up between boating on Lake St. Clair and sitting
in the sand of my favorite Great Lake, Lake Huron. Time passes so fast – even more
so as we get older – so I'm taking in every minute of this beautiful, hot summer
weather while we have it. Take time out to enjoy nature around you and bask in this
awesome season. We won't have summer again until 12 months from now. Don't
forget the sunscreen!
Enjoy the summer, ThumbPrint News readers!

Award-Winning Dealer
BACKUP POWER RESTORED TO YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS IN
LESS THAN A MINUTE WITH A GENERAC AUTOMATIC GENERATOR
FOR AS LOW AS

$

79

A MONTH

BEST DEAL EVER!

FREE

Bubba
says,
“Don’t Be
Hounded by
Power
Outages!”

EXTENDED*
WARRANTY

WITH PURCHASE AND
INSTALLATION OF GENERATOR
Previous sales excluded.
CALL FOR DETAILS.
*PURCHASE WITHIN ONE
WEEK OF ESTIMATE.

TPN Exp. 08/31/2020

Financing
Available

#1 Generac Dealer in the Blue Water Area!
22805 Patmore Dr., Clinton Twp., MI 48036

Call Us For A Free In-House Estimate.

1-810-543-3899
1-800-400-8941
www.budgetelectricgenerator.com
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Benefits to

Spaying and Neutering
Neutering
By Dr. DiBenedetto,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Spaying and neutering refer to the surgical sterilization of an animal to ensure that
your pet cannot reproduce. Females are typically spayed and males are neutered when
they are six months old. It is best to have this surgery done before your pet reaches sexual
maturity. There are many benefits to both spaying and neutering, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preventing pregnancy and the complications arising from pregnancy and delivery
Eliminates heat cycles so you do not have to worry about an accidental pregnancy
Greatly reduces the risk of mammary gland tumors, ovarian and/or uterine cancer,
especially if done before the females first heat cycle
Eliminates testicular tumors and reduces prostate gland problems in males
Eliminates the possibility of a pyometra, which is a severe infection within the
uterus that can occur after a heat cycle. This can become a surgical emergency.
In cats, spaying and neutering can reduce urine marking behavior (territorial
spraying of urine).
Sterilizing your cat/dog makes him/her a better pet, reducing his/her urge to
roam and decreasing the risk of contracting diseases or getting hurt as they roam.
Surveys indicate that as many as 85% of dogs hit by cars are unaltered. Intact
male cats living outside have been shown to live on average less than two years.
Feline Immunodeficiency Syndrome is spread by bites and intact cats fight a great
deal more than altered cats.

Spay and neuter myths such as "Females should be allowed to have one litter" or
"Spaying or neutering my pet will make it fat" are not true. Proper exercise and nutrition
will keep your pet healthy, active and happy.
Your community will also benefit. Unwanted animals are becoming a very real concern
in many places. Stray animals can easily become a public nuisance, soiling parks and
streets, ruining shrubbery and sometimes even killing livestock or other pets. In the U.S.,
there are an estimated 6-8 million homeless animals entering animal shelters every year.
Healthy animals are put down every day because there are simply not enough homes
for them – and more and more are coming in all the time. It is heartbreaking to know that
a loving, happy and healthy animal could be euthanized due to the lack of a good home.
Let us all do our part by spaying and neutering our pets!
Editor’s note: Dr. DiBenedetto is a veterinarian at Maple Veterinary Hospital located at
2981 Iowa in Troy, Michigan. The hospital website is www.mvhvet.com. For other pet-related
questions, you can reach Dr. DiBenedetto at (248) 585-2622.

MADGE & WALDO

with Mrs. Wedbetter

Recently retired couple
(early 60's). Mrs. Wedbetter,
single lady about 15 years
older than Madge and
Waldo. She is constantly
competing with Waldo and
almost always gets the
best of him.
By Larry Rann,
Cartoonist from
St. Clair, Michigan

794-5678 to get a potty for your party!
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TWO WEEKS OF

FREE RENT

FOR NEW VENDORS!
An Upscale Trade Center
with 150 Showrooms
Modern, Clean and Pet Friendly

A Little Bit of Everything with Something for Everyone

3.2 Miles East
of I-94
on 23 Mile Rd.

586-273-7900 newbaltimoretradecenter.com
35248 23 Mile Road, New Baltimore, MI 48047

Each month, ThumbPrint News prints a photo of an object, person or a place
for our readers to identify. If you think you know the answer, go to our website
www.thumbprintnews.com and enter your answer. Of all persons submitting the
correct answer by the 12th of the month, one will be randomly selected to be entered
into a drawing for a wonderful surprise gift at the end of the year! On December
13, 2020, one winner will be drawn out of all the monthly winners and the lucky
person will be notified.
For our July contest, we asked our readers to identify what
the item to the right is and for what it is used. Of all of those
submitting the correct answer, Joshua Mathieu of Eastpointe,
Michigan, was randomly chosen and will be entered into the
year-end drawing. Joshua identified the object as aerogel.
Aerogel is the world’s lightest solid. It is a synthetic,
porous, ultralight material derived from a gel, in which the
liquid component for the gel has been replaced by a gas.
Other names for it include: frozen smoke, solid smoke, solid
air, solid cloud and blue smoke.
Aerogel was first created by Samuel Stephens Kistler in 1931, as a result of a bet
with a friend on who could replace the liquid in “jellies” with gas without causing
shrinkage.
It has several interesting properties. When one presses softly on aerogel it
usually does not leave even a minor mark; pressing more firmly will leave a
permanent depression. Pressing very firmly on aerogel
will cause it to shatter like glass. Aerogel is 99.8% air.
For our August contest, we are asking our
readers to identify what the item pictured to the
left is and for what it is used. Go to our website
www.thumbprintnews.com if you know the answer.
GOOD LUCK!
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to explore the
The Treaty of Ghent was signed on December 24, 1814, which
enclave, they were
marked the end of the war. As part of the agreement in the treaty,
mesmerized by the natural beauty, and the
Mackinac Island was turned over to America, but the British troops
belief that the island was home to the Gitche
didn’t vacate the land until July 15, 1815, eventually moving to
Manitou or the Great Spirit, was born. From
nearby Drummond Island. Following the conclusion of the war,
then on, the secluded land was considered
the American Fur Company was established by John Jacob Astor
sacred and they began burying their chiefs in
on the island, which became extremely profitable because of the
the naturally formed caves.
excess of beaver pelts over the next three decades. Another person
Native Americans inhabited Mackinac
who also had their hand in the fur-trading enterprise was Agatha
Island exclusively until the first religious
de la Vinge. Born on Mackinac Island in the early 1800s, she
mission landed on the island in 1670, which
identified as Odawa, but also had French and Ojibwe blood. She
was led by Jesuit priest Claude Dablon.
soon married into an affluent Philadelphia family when she wed
While the island was a sacred placed for
Edward Biddle – becoming Agatha Biddle.
Native Americans for hundreds of years by
She and her husband started a small,
this time, it is said that when the French
independent fur-trading business, which
began traveling to Mackinac in the midshe almost completely managed, including
1600s, few Indians actually lived on the land. Slowly the French started to settle the
negotiating, hosting functions in the family
islet, but by the 1700s, the British began taking control over the property and they
home and setting prices. She was present
soon established Fort Mackinac in 1780. With the American Revolution beginning
when the battle during the War of 1812
around 1775, the British only held the rights to the island for a few years until the
took place on the island, and while she
signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, which awarded Mackinac to America. By this
was looked at as a chief in the eyes of the
time, the islands’ financial opportunities were very much evident, making Mackinac
Native Americans on the island who mostly
extremely influential within the fur-trading business because of its location for
sided with the British, Biddle remained
shipping hides, as well as the vast wildlife in the area. It was around this time that
neutral to protect her business venture. The
one of the oldest, eerie events took place on the island – fur trader Alexander Henry Biddle House, which still stands on Mackinac Island today, is said to be one of the
found himself hiding out in a cave overnight to avoid an invasion. When he awoke oldest structures on islet, dating back to around 1780 – the home was used to host
in what is now known as Skull Cave, he quickly discovered that he had spent the numerous business transactions and also took in countless orphaned children, all
night on a pile of human remains, which was believed to be those of the cherished while raising her own three kids.
Native American chiefs.
After British troops vacated the island, 2,000 U.S. soldiers were once again
Although America was now in control of Mackinac Island, the War of 1812 made stationed on Mackinac beginning in 1815, remaining there until 1861 – the island
the land once again extremely influential in the battle because it controlled much of was abandoned four different times throughout this period, with troops being
the lucrative fur-trading traffic throughout the Great Lakes and kept them close to shipped out to aid in other war efforts, such as to fight the Seminoles in Florida and
their Native American allies. As a result, the British quickly captured the land during to help in the Mexican-American War. Following the end of the Civil War, the island
the Battle of Mackinac Island – while American troops were occupying the island started to become a tourist attraction, and while the fur-trading business was slowing
at the time, many were sick and since they hadn’t even heard that war was declared, down due to overhunting animals, commercial fishing began taking over as the
the lieutenant opted to surrender to avoid a great deal of bloodshed. This allowed largest enterprise on Mackinac. A massive change came to the island in 1875, when
British troops to establish a relationship with local Indians to keep Americans from a majority of the federal land was designated to become the second national park
returning to restore control over the island. Keeping troops healthy on the secluded only three years after Yellowstone was announced as the nation’s first. With a rise in
island was a challenge that both sides faced because of the harsh northern Michigan tourism coming, soon many commercial enterprises, such as hotels and restaurants,
winters, which made it difficult to keep needed supplies, such as firewood and
began popping up around the island to accommodate overnight
food, in stock.
guests coming by train from major cities like Detroit.
With the Americans gaining some momentum after defeating the British
By the 1880s, one of the most well-known lodging facilities
in the Battle of Lake Erie and Battle of Thames, plans began to once again
began taking shape on the island, which became known as the
regain control of Mackinac Island. The attack was originally planned for late
Grand Hotel when it opened for business in 1887. It is said
1813, but because of the harsh weather and the need to still organize troops, it
that during the construction of the hotel’s foundation, crews
wouldn’t take place until August of 1814 – this gave the British troops time to
began digging up so many human remains that they couldn’t
ready themselves for the attack. While the Americans
even keep count anymore and eventually just continued on with
were able to round up 750 soldiers to overtake the
construction on top of the skeletons. With the introduction of the
island, with the extra time, the British were able to
massive hotel, which is arguably most famous for its 600-footsecure 500 men to protect the fort, which included
long front porch, many souvenir shops were established. In
The statue of Jacques
350 Native American warriors. The original plan was
1895, the last few troops remaining on Mackinac Island left the
Marquette, Jesuit priest and
to utilize cannons on the American ships to blast the
fort for the final time, which led to the island being designated
Great Lakes explorer, in front
walls of the fort, but because the camp was situated
as a state park after the land became Michigan territory. The
of Fort Mackinac
on the highest point of the island, the cannon couldn’t
west wing of the Grand Hotel was added in 1897,
shoot high enough to hit the target. On August 4,
and popularity on the island continued to grow
American troops attacked from the rear of the fort,
into the 20th century with the introduction of the
but as they made their way through the thick forest,
automobile. While the island today is famous
they came to a clearing with British soldiers waiting
for being void of any motor vehicles aside from
for them. It was decided they would try and flank the President Gerald Ford
construction crews and emergency vehicles, this
British to the left, but that was blocked off by waiting golfing on Mackinac
wasn’t introduced until the turn of the century and
Native Americans, who eliminated many American Island in July 1975
was loosely enforced until the 1930s.
officers. Due to the loss of the commanders, the Americans retreated back
A young man named W. Stewart Woodfill began
to their ships and Britain remained in control of the island – making matters
working at the Grand Hotel as a desk clerk in 1919.
worse for the Americans was the fact that they left their ships near Mackinac
He continued his employment at the establishment
to try and capture the island again in the near future, but they were soon
and because of his hard work, he was eventually
seized by the British.
promoted to manager of the hotel at 27 years old. It
Arch Rock on Mackinac Island

BELOVED ISLAND
Continued from Page 1
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was around 1925, that the opportunity arose to purchase the massive hotel at a low
price, and after going into partnership with a few other men, he became a partial
owner of the Grand Hotel. With the hotel struggling to make money over the next
few years, Woodfill made the decision to sell his holdings in the business – a few
years later the country’s economy went through the depression and the hotel was
becoming a huge financial burden. The business was put up for auction in the early
1930s, and since Woodfill was apparently the only one crazy enough to take on the
massive fiscal responsibility, he purchased the Grand Hotel with his one and only
bid using the money he made by selling his share of the hotel just a few years earlier.
W h e n Wo o d fi l l
became the sole
owner, the building
was in dire need of
improvements, and
while many people
told him not to waste
his money, he knew
the hotel would
eventually regain
its value. One of his
worst years was in
1939, where patrons
Plank's Grand Hotel, Island of Mackinac
were few and far
between – Woodfill later recalled that he rode his horse around the island, muttering
to himself every day “here goes another $2,000”. Stewart lost $2,000 a day for
the first 21 days of July, and to make matters worse, his horse soon dropped dead.
The following year brought some relief to the hotel owner and he was finally able
to operate at a profit, but this too was short-lived. By August of 1941, President
Roosevelt signed the Atlantic Charter, which led many people to speculate that
the United States would soon become involved in a war – that year the Grand
Hotel closed earlier than normal and posted a loss of $55,000 for the year. With
WWII just around the corner, Woodfill had to make the decision of whether to shut
down during the duration of the battle or continue business during an economic
restraint. While he eventually chose to remain open, Woodfill had many factors
working against him, such as an urge from the government to stay home and do
their part in the war effort, gasoline and rubber shortages, lack of workers, as well
as no available railroad services to bring people to the area. This required some
improvising, including converting the classy dining room into a cafeteria because
Woodfill could only find six waiters at the time – by the end of the war, people were

View of the Grand Hotel from the Terrace

794-5678 for mosquito treatments!
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once again looking to get away from the stresses of everyday life, putting the Grand
Hotel in the green once again.
In the 1950s, a new building was constructed for the purpose of a world conference
center to be used by The Moral Re-Alignment, a religious group. This building was
sold off numerous times until the 1980s, when it became the Mission Point Resort.
Due to an incident in the 1960s, when a young man known as Harvey went to the
bluff behind the resort and shot himself because of a broken heart, many stories of
spirits swirl around the building to this day. It is said that his body wasn’t found
for six months, with some claiming that it wasn’t a suicide, but instead a homicide
because he had two bullet holes in his head and the gun was found far away from his
body. It is believed Harvey continues to haunt the grounds to this day, often poking
and pinching women in the dark.
In terms of potential lingering souls, Mackinac Island has no shortage of
possibilities – when the island’s popularity began to soar in the 18th and 19th
centuries, numerous brothels began emerging in the area. This led to the creation of
the “Drowning Pool”, which is a 20-foot drop-off near Mission Point Resort, where
they would take these women accused of luring married men and put them on trial
for being witches. Legend states that these women were tied to a chair with rocks
fastened to their ankles. If they sank they were innocent, and if they floated they were
guilty – as you may have guessed, all of the women sank. Other areas of possible
ghostly encounters include the Fort Mackinac Post Cemetery, which is about a half
of a mile north of the famous fort. Laid to rest here are the remains of more than
100 people, 69 of who remain unknown to this day. Taking into consideration the
numerous children who have perished on the island as a result of diseases, such as
tuberculosis, as well as the countless remains of tribal chiefs that were disrupted
during construction, it becomes evident that the source for unexplainable encounters
is seemingly endless. Some claim the island is so haunted that it even caught the
attention of the SyFy series Ghost Hunters, who investigated the property in 2010.
Woodfill owned the Grand Hotel until 1979, when he sold the business to his
nephew, who began extensive renovations over the years, including a 3,600-squarefoot meeting room, the Grand Pavilion, as well as 42 new guest rooms. Recently,
extensive work has been done on buildings across the island, including a $300,000
renovation to the Biddle House, as well as restoring the fort buildings to make them
more interactive.
Today, the historic Mackinac Island, which has been named the World’s Friendliest
Island by Travel + Leisure, as well as one of the Top 10 Islands in the World by
Condé Nast Traveler, welcomes approximately 850,000 to one million visitors per
year – with approximately 1,000 years of human history, you never know what you
might find when you visit Mackinac Island.

British landing

Mackinac's Main Street (contributed by n8huckins)
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and Family Size Units!

Clean, well maintained, professional potty rentals for:

♦ Contractors
♦ Builders
♦ Plumbers
♦ Municipalities

♦ New Builds
♦ Remodels
♦ Festivals & Fairs
♦ Residential Events

CALL 810-794-5678 FOR ALL YOUR
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PROPERTY POTPOURRI
Don Alcorn, GRI and Barbara Alcorn, GRI

Specializing in River Front, Golf Course Properties, Military Relocation

CURB APPEAL

You Only Get One Chance to Make a First Impression
First impressions really do matter. This is especially true in real estate, and it is
called curb appeal. A house with great curb appeal can set the tone for the entire
showing experience. It gives the buyer an expectation of how the rest of the home is
maintained.
We’ve had occasions where prospective buyers will decide not to even go inside the
house when they find the outside to be lacking.
Various studies of the effects of curb appeal estimate that houses with excellent curb
appeal command a pricing premium of 7-14%. The idea is to create an impression that
makes everyone want to come inside.
There are a myriad of things you can do to improve your house’s curb appeal.
Depending on your ability and your budget, here are some quick ideas. See what works
for you.
☼ Paint the Front Door – A pop of color, replace old hardware and house numbers, or
a brand-new door can really refresh the look of your home.
☼ Fix up the Garage – Paint the garage door(s) to match trim or siding on the house,
consider adding windows, or temporary or magnetic decorative hardware.
☼ Front Porch – Clean, Clean, Clean – This is where buyers linger while their Realtor®
is opening the door for them. New porch light fixtures are also a quick enhancement.
No cobwebs, clean swept porch, no weeds or unsightly debris.
☼ Walks and Driveways – The same is true for these areas. Power wash, be sure that
cracks are caulked, no weeds are poking through, and that all is clear of debris.
☼ Plants, Mulch, Shrubs – Attractive potted plants framing the porch, refresh or place
new mulch in the gardens, neatly trim shrubs, and renew planter beds by pulling
weeds, planting flowers and cleaning hardscape.

Modular Homes Have Come a Long Way.
• Over 100 different floor plans or customize your own home!
• One Contractor from Start to Finish

MARKET MATTERS

Our residential real estate market continues its 2020 comeback. When the stay-athome order was lifted, our housing markets picked up immediately. Welcome to our
combined spring and summer market!
In June 2020, the number of pending sales was up substantially as real estate
activities got back to a more normal process with in-person showings permitted again.
There is still an undersupply of residential houses and condos for sale in the lower to
mid-range price points. Average sales prices continue to rise, in the 1-3% range year
over year through June in Oakland and St. Clair Counties and 4-5% in Macomb County.
Price on upper-end houses, however, may be under some pressure.
MiRealsource reports that “Nationally, June showing activity as tracked by
ShowingTime was up notably from the COVID-19 depressed levels in recent months but
was also up from the prior year June 2019, reflecting pent-up demand by prospective
home buyers. Closed Sales decreased 17.8 percent for Residential homes and 29.9
percent for Condo homes. [This reflects the lower sales that were made during the lock
down.] Pending Sales increased 24.1 percent for Residential homes and 15.7 percent
for Condo homes. Inventory decreased 41.1 percent for Residential homes and 14.4
percent for Condo homes.”
30-Year Mortgage Rates remain at all-time lows and they are expected to stay low
over the coming months. This makes buying more affordable and will lock in these low
rates for years to come. Jumbo Loans (mortgage loans over $510,400) are somewhat
more difficult currently.
If you are not considering making a move, it is a great time to evaluate whether it
makes sense to refinance your existing mortgages.
The economy appears to be rebounding much quicker than most expected, and
residential real estate in Michigan is following suit. Absent a second lock-down, it looks
like sales will continue to improve at an increasing pace throughout the year, with even
the possibility of recovering all the ground that we lost during the stay-in-place orders.
Be well and stay safe!
Editor’s Note: Don and Barbara Alcorn are Realtors® serving St. Clair, Macomb,
Oakland Counties, & the Grosse Pointes, and are part of an international
network of Realtors. They are affiliated with Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel,
the #1 Coldwell Banker in Michigan. You can reach Don and Barbara at
(810) 278-6654 or -6655 or dalcorn@cbwm.com or balcorn@cbwm.com.
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Melanie Duquesnel

TRAVELING DURING THE NEW CO

VID-19 NORMAL

The beautiful, warm Michigan weather makes it hard to stay inside.
Although some restrictions have been lifted, many are still nervous to
travel via airplane or to areas that may have a high volume of tourists.
Now is the perfect time to explore all that Michigan has to offer.
Whether you’re visiting the infamous Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, taking a bike ride on one of our state’s beautiful bike trails or
making your way through Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, it’s important to
plan ahead.
It’s easy to get caught up in all the planning of where to go and what
to do on vacation, but don’t forget to take precautions in protecting your
home and personal information.
Better Business Bureau® Serving Eastern Michigan and the Upper
Peninsula has a few tips to keep your vacation relaxed and worry-free.
• Avoid broad internet searches. Try to avoid entering phrases like
“best deals” into whichever search engine you use. Broad search
terms like that can sometimes lead you to websites that look official,
but are designed solely to rip people off.
• Be alert for travel scams. Watch out for phone calls or letters
claiming that you’ve “won a trip” or websites offering prices that
are too good to be true. It’s easy to extend questionable offers like
these, but most of them leave hopeful travelers in limbo – and out
money.
• Get trip details in writing. Before making the final payment, get
all the details of the trip in writing. This should include the total
cost, restrictions, cancellation penalties and names of the airlines
and hotels. Also, review and keep a copy of the airline’s and hotel’s
cancellation and refund policies, as well as the cancellation policies
of the travel agency or booking site you are using.
• Consider travel insurance. Travel insurance covers things like trip
cancellations or medical emergencies. There are different levels of
coverage based on what type of plan you purchase. Ask a lot of
questions, and always read the fine print to see what’s covered and
what’s not.
• Pay with a credit card. Paying with a credit card gives you
additional protection if something should go wrong with the travel
reservation. Make sure the website is also secure. The URL should
show https:// Without the ‘s’ in the URL, you will be sharing your
credit card information potentially with everyone.
Traveling during a pandemic also makes things a little more
challenging. Now that your trip is booked and you’re ready to go,
consider these tips to help protect yourself from COVID-19.
Check the hotel’s website for a list of precautions being taken. Will
the gym and/or restaurant be open? Consider bringing your own cleaning
supplies and disinfecting all high-touch surfaces before using them. If
you’re staying at an Airbnb, make sure to wash dinnerware, silverware,
etc. before using. Also, confirm the cancellation policy, in the event that
something changes and you’re unable or uncomfortable traveling.

794-5678 if you have yellow jackets!
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Check if park, recreational facilities, beaches, etc. are open. If you’re
planning to visit specific locations on your trip, make sure they are open
and confirm their hours of operation, as many times have been altered
during this time. The National Park Service decides on park closures on a
park-by-park basis.
Check restaurant safety policies. Will you need to make a reservation?
Are employees wearing cloth face coverings and regularly disinfecting
high-touch surfaces? Are they practicing social distancing? These are all
important answers to know, not only to protect yourself, but also to ensure
you are following the restaurant’s new policies.
Now more than ever, it’s so important to do your homework. Ask
family and friends to recommend a travel agent or travel website and visit
bbb.org to view free Business Profiles. If you are using online services
to find accommodations, be sure to research the business and read
customer reviews about any rentals you are considering. You may also call
(866) 788-5706.
Editor’s note: Melanie Duquesnel is the president and CEO
Bureau serving Eastern Michigan & the Upper Peninsula,
organization that fights fraud and promotes ethical business
marketplace through its business accreditation, consumer
resolution programs. Contact your local BBB by calling (248)
www.bbb.org.

of the Better Business
which is a non-profit
practices in the local
education and dispute
223-9400 or by visiting
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An Advertising Sales
Position is open at

ThumbPrint News
An imprint of places and people at work and play in the Thumb of Michigan

We are seeking someone who is motivated,
dedicated, competitive and organized.
Sales experience necessary.
Apply online at www.thumbprintnews.com or
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Making Friends with Uncertainty

By Patricia Cosner Kubic, ThumbPrint News Columnist
If summers came with a theme each year, I think “uncertainty” would be a top
choice for this year’s summer theme. Will we go up north? Am I still going to
have to wear a mask at Target? And, of course, will there be Tiger baseball?
On a daily basis, these questions quickly become tiresome. They are in the
back of our minds, in text messages and part of Zoom meetings. And like most
stubbornly non-stop questions, they live on our last nerve. But, actually, the
COVID-19-angst isn’t like worrying about a test, a bill, or even a pretty ugly marital
argument. We’ve been living under the COVID-19 gray cloud for an entire season,
now which for Michiganders feels like a long, long time because it is; an entire
season is a big part of our year. Add becoming homeschool teachers at a moment’s
notice for thousands of people makes this new reality feel much longer than a few
spring months.
But as time drags us through hot days into August, the questions we had in March
still loom. Really, they're even louder. That’s the thing about uncertainty, the
longer it lingers, the noisier it is. Think about it; when we face uncertainties like
a job issue, a big, bad car repair or a financial blip that has developed into a “hard
financial chapter”, we are constantly working the problem trying to solve it. We
come up with plans; we call, text and write people. And, of course, we lay awake at
night formulating plans B through M.
But there are so few things we are able to do during our summer of uncertainty.
We can wear a mask, maintain a six-foot circumference and try not to go out too
often. That’s been our action plan since mid-March. No plan B, let alone plans
C-M. That realization makes me just sit quiet; there’s nothing to say because I feel
like there is nothing to do.

World Honey Bee Day
World Honey Bee Day is on the third Saturday in August and recognizes
both the honey bee and the beekeepers who tend the hives. It also
encourages everyone to enjoy and buy locally grown honey.
Another important part of the day includes learning about honey bees
and providing them with a supportive environment. When we plant
wildfllowers, orchards and other flowering plants, we support
pollinators, such as honey bees. They depend on the nectar of
a variety of plants for their survival. Conversely, we depend on
honeybees for our survival! Without their pollinating abilities,
many nutritious plants wouldn’t reproduce.
World Honey Bee Day began as National Honey Bee Day in
2009, with a proclamation issued by the Secretary of Agriculture,
Thomas J. Vilsek. The day grew rapidly, bringing awareness
to the benefits and environmental needs of honey bees.

Some Ways to Observe World Honey Bee Day
•

Collect and spread local wildflower seeds to promote honey bee pollination.
Honey flavors vary depending on the variety of flowers and nectar available
to the bees (clover, alfalfa, lavender, orange, chestnut, etc.)
• Replace your usual sweetener with honey for the day.
Taste the difference!
• Give the gift of honey to a friend, neighbor,
co-worker or family member.
"If the bee disappeared off the face of the earth, man would only have four years left to live.
No more bees, no more pollination, no more plants, no more animals, no more man."
					
~ Albert Einstein
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But it’s not all quiet. In between all those deep breaths stolen by the “what if”
monster, we have actually been keeping things going. We’ve been doing laundry,
cleaning the house, taking care of the cat (or a cat who barks!) and if you’re lucky,
paying bills. Ironically, and unfortunately, some of you have even had to take on a
part-time job out of trying to get unemployment benefits.
Recently, I made an emergency food delivery to a struggling family via Branches
Crew, a small children’s charity where I am a board member. The family of four
was due to run out of food by Saturday and we got the referral on Wednesday.
When I interviewed the mom, I learned she and her husband lost their full time jobs
because COVID-19 closed the companies they worked for. They plowed through
the unemployment application with no success and were told by the governor’s
office they’d have an answer in 15 days. Friends and family helped with groceries;
but of course, that’s not always reliable. The local food bank ran out of food
and their application for temporary food assistance was denied, no reason given.
When I delivered a trunkload of groceries late Friday afternoon, the mom was on
the phone literally begging a rep in the governor’s office for answers as to why her
unemployment claim was not being processed. She was told she’d have an answer
in another 15 days. I imagine she is sick to her stomach thinking about what will
happen when the last bit of food from that trunk of groceries has filled the tummies
of her two sons. But based on my three-day relationship with the mom, she will
take a small stack of Tums and get busy making sure other things do not come to a
sudden halt as so much of her life did last March.
So, now that we know we’ve proved we can live with COVID-19 uncertainty, maybe
it’s time to make friends with it. Most likely it will be living in our basements or the
backyards for a few more Michigan seasons. I say, keep it in the background while
we keep things afloat. In other words, do what we’ve been doing all these months.
Uncertainty may be the summer’s theme, but focus is the name of fall’s game.
You can reach Patricia at pckubic@yahoo.com

Quinn
Quips

By Rex Quinn,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Flaky Fables - Spitting

After reading my column on baseball,
Dr. Bill DeWees of Murray, Kentucky,
asks, “I have wondered for years (and
especially the last two months) if we can
ever overcome diseases with baseball
players spitting all over creation every
pitch of every game?
“My wife — a huge Cubs fan — refuses
to watch games with me anymore
because between every pitch, guttural fluids will pollute the field.
Will ballplayers be told to social distance their sputum as the new
normal? Will spittoons be provided like rosin bags?”
Thanks to Dr. Bill, I chewed on this question a long time. The
baseball spitting tradition goes back to the 1800s. Players chewed
tobacco to build saliva, then used that spit to keep their gloves
moist on dusty fields.
Tobacco chewing declined after players agreed in 2011 not to
chew it in public. Today, players often chew and spit sunflower
seeds or gum. Sunflower seeds are small, and don’t litter the field.
As a kid, I envied spittle superstars. I paid attention to how
they gauged slobber size, distance and accuracy. I noticed how
experts could stain an opponent’s uniform without soiling their
own…or expectorate onto shoelaces up to seven feet away.
Spitball pitchers amazed me, and made me realize I never
wanted to be a catcher. For my own saliva stimulator, I chose a
wad of gum, which I stored on my uniform.
That made me recall a game when I played second base, and
stuck my bubble gum into my glove. There was a runner on first.
When I fielded a grounder, my glove stuck to the ball, so I threw
my glove to the shortstop for a force out. The umpire ruled that
1) a fielder can’t thow more than one object at a time, 2) a shortstop
cannot control two gloves and 3) a double play is reasonable, but
a bubble play is impossible.
www.freepik.com/Background vector created by macrovector
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What you need to know:
•
•
•
•
•

THEY ARE VERY TERRITORIAL
WON'T HESITATE TO STING IF YOU'RE TOO CLOSE
JUST A LOUD NOISE CAN SET THEM OFF
THE STING IS EXTREMELY PAINFUL
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world. Some of the items
powerful steam locomotive, the 1941 Allegheny that weighs 389 tons and generates
included in the museum
7,500 horsepower. Items capable of flight were also part of Ford’s collection, such
that demand attention are
as the 1939 Sikorsky Helicopter, which was the first usable helicopter in America
the rocking chair that Abraham
– the 1928 Ford Tri-Motor that was the first to fly over the South Pole and the
Lincoln was sitting in when he
1939 Douglas DC-3, which made passenger carriers profitable, are also displayed.
was killed, the car that JFK was
Two-wheeled vehicles are featured and include the first motorized bike sold to the
assassinated in, as well as one
public, the 1894 Hildebrand & Wolfmuller, as well as the 1889 Pope Columbia
of the stranger relics – Thomas
1961 Lincoln JFK car
Safety Bicycle that made biking enjoyable and more stable because both tires were
(contributed by Alvintrusty)
Edison’s last breath. Legend
the same size.
Rocking chair
states that Ford asked Edison’s son, Charles, to sit next to his
Along with the massive collection of historic vehicles, one of the most unique and
used by Abraham
father
on
his
deathbed
in
1931,
and
hold
a
test
tube
next
to
his
imposing
items inside the 523,000-square-foot museum is known as the Dymaxion
Lincoln at Ford's
House. The 1,017-square-foot aluminum home was designed and constructed by R.
Theater the night of mouth. When he took his final breath, Charles was to seal the tube
Buckminster Fuller in 1945. These homes
his assassination, with a cork, capturing the American pioneers’ final breath.
April 14, 1865
While this obviously catches most people’s attention, the
were designed to be mass produced and be
generally accepted story is less peculiar. It is said that Charles was later
shipped anywhere in the world completely
quoted explaining that his father enjoyed chemistry, which is why he had
assembled. The entire residence only
empty test tubes near his bed. When Edison passed, his doctor sealed the
weighed 6,000 pounds, compared to a
tubes, later giving one of them to Henry. The test tube had a long journey
traditional home weighing around 150
before being displayed at the museum, since they were lost until 1950, when
tons, costing around the same amount as a
it was documented following Clara’s passing – from there it was misplaced
luxury car at the time – constructed it was
once again until 1978, when it was found packed in a cardboard tube.
said to be strong enough to stand up to a
As most would expect from Henry Ford, the museum has a extensive
tornado. Unfortunately due to financing
collection devoted to the evolution of transportation, such as Theodore
issues, only two prototypes were ever
Roosevelt’s horse-drawn carriage and the Dymaxion house (contributed by rmhermen)
constructed, with only one being used as a
bus Rosa Parks was on when she historically stood home before being acquired by the Henry Ford Museum. Fuller was later quoted as
up to racial inequality by refusing to move seats. referring to himself as the world’s most successful failure.
Other vehicles include Ford’s 1896 Quadricycle,
Greenfield Village and the Henry Ford Museum offer a hands-on experience that
numerous presidential cars, as well as the few places can match and truly allows visitors to immerse themselves in various
Goldenrod, which broke the land speed record times throughout history. Without the forward thinking of Henry Ford, most of these
in 1965, hitting 409.277 mph. The museum also relics would have been lost to time and likely forgotten.
houses many trains, including the 1858 steam Author’s note: Photos indicated with the black bar are from the Collections of The Henry Ford.
locomotive “Sam Hill” and the biggest and most We thank them for allowing us to include them.
Rosa Parks Bus
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Continued from Page 9

FOXFIRE FIXIN'S

MONDAY - THURSDAY
12PM - 8PM

(810) 765-9255

FRIDAY - SUNDAY
11AM - 9PM

WWW.FOXFIREFIXINS.COM
7200 RIVER ROAD, MARINE CITY, MI 48039
GROUPS OF 10 OR LESS • 50% CAPACITY SEATING • RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

COVERED, OUTDOOR SEATING
(WITH

Come on out to Enjoy

HOMEMADE
DESSERTS

LIVE ENERTAINMENT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

Ed Leavy

7pm-ish - 9pm-ish

FULL BAR

Acoustic Classic Rock
August 1, 15, 29,

Kenny Lang

Acoustic Americana
August 7, 8, 14, 21, 28

FANS & TVS)

Dine In ~ Dine Out
Take Out ~ Delivery
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL MENU AND EVENTS

Gift Certificates Always
Available in Any Amount
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Dear Editor,
Thank you very much for printing my story and pictures about
my trip to Uist. It was a great trip. You had said that it might
not be in unil July and you would send me a copy. I was so
pleasantly surprised to receive it on July 3 rd. I had kind
of forgotten about it.
I enjoy a lot of the articles in your paper.

Brought to you by Foxfire Fixin’s

When the white man discovered this
country, Indians were running it.
No taxes, no debt, women did all
the work. White man thought he
could improve on a system like this.
Cherokee

Thank you again.
Marilyn Stacer, Bad Axe, MI

2

august
3

On this day
On this day
in 1984, Mary
in 1914,
Lou Retton scores 10 for
Germany invades
her final vault to win the Belgium, causing Great
individual all-round
Britain to declare war
competition and becomes
on Germany.
the first American woman
to win an Olympic
gymnastics medal.

4

5

On this day
in 1936, Jesse
Owens, American track
and field athlete, wins
four gold medals at
the Berlin Olympics.

10

11

12

16

On this day
in 1777,
France declares a
state of bankruptcy.

17

On this day
in 0079,
On
Mount
this
Vesuvius
day in
begins
1797,
stirring.
Mary Shelley,
Frankenstein
author, is
born in London.

24

On this day
in 1924,
American novelist,
playwright, essayist,
poet and activist,
James Baldwin is
born in Harlem,
New York City.

GRAPHIC BY PIKISUPERSTAR ON FREEPIK.COM

9

23

30

On this day
in 1851,
William Driver, an
American sea captain,
is the first to use the
term “Old Glory” in
connection with the
American flag.

On this day
in 1906, in
France, Eugene Lauste
receives the first patent
for a talking film.

On this day
in 0410,
On
German
this
barbarians
day in
sack
1961,
Rome.
concrete
construction
begins on the
Berlin Wall.

31

On this day
in 1916, the
National Park Service
is established as part
of the Department of
the Interior.

25

On this day
in 1946,
President Harry S.
Truman establishes
the Atomic Energy
Commission.

6

On this day
in 1973,
singer-songwriter
Stevie Wonder is in an
automobile accident
and goes into a
four-day coma.

7

On this day
in 1888,
Theophilus Van Kannel
of Philadelphia receives
a patent for the
revolving door.

8

13

On this day
in 1910,
trailblazing nurse,
Florence Nightingale,
dies at 90 years old.

14

15

19

20

On this day
in 1920, the
first U.S. commercial
radio station, 8MK
(WWJ) in Detroit, begins
broadcasting.

21

On this day
in 1932, BBC
begins experimental
regular TV broadcasts.

On this day
in 1968, the
single “Hey Jude” is
released by The
Beatles. It goes on to
become Billboard’s
Song of the Year 1968,
announced in
January 1969.

27

On this day
in 1881,
New York State’s Pure
Food Law goes into
effect to prevent “the
adulteration of food
or drugs.”

28

On this day
in 1963,
Martin Luther King Jr.
delivers his iconic “I
Have a Dream…”
speech addressing a
civil rights march at
Lincoln Memorial in
Washington D.C.

29

On this day
in 1914, the
first electric
traffic light
is installed
in the
U.S. in
Cleveland,
Ohio.

On this day
in 1851,
American inventor
Isaac Singer patents
the sewing machine.

On this day
On this day
On this day
in 1957,
in 1587, in the
in 1934, the
Philadelphia Phillies'
Roanoke Island colony, first All-American Soap
player Richie Ashburn Ellinor and Ananias Dare
Box Derby is held in
fouls twice in a row,
become parents of a
Dayton, Ohio.
both times hitting fan
baby girl whom they
Alice Roth. The first hit name Virginia, the first
broke her nose, and the
English child born in
second broke a bone in
what would become
her knee.
the U.S.

18

1

26

On this day
in 1820, the
first U.S. eye hospital,
the New York Eye and
Ear Infirmary, opens in
New York City.

On this day
in 1945,
President Harry S.
Truman cancels all
contracts under the
Lend-Lease Act.

On this day
in 1898, Will
Kellogg invents the
cereal Corn Flakes®.

On this day
in 1906, the
first freight delivery
tunnel system begins
underneath Chicago.

22

On this day
in 1776,
General George
Washington retreats
during the night from
Long Island to
New York City.
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ADVERTISING MADE EASY
WITH

ThumbPrint
News

An Independently Owned and Operated Michigan Newspaper

Benefits of Advertising With Us:

FOR ADVERTISING RATES CALL (810) 794-2300.

All residential wiring

No job too small!

ur
Check Out Orea!
Coverage A

• Shower Doors
• Doors
• Insulated Glass
• Windows
• Screen Repair • Custom Mirrors

Sanilac

Genesee

Lapeer

Oakland

Ed Bickley

Licensed Electrical Contractors

St. Clair
Macomb

and
Screen II, LLC
Anchor Glass

Call for a free estimate!
Serving the Thumb area for over 30 years 800-400-8941 | 810-543-3899

(586) 725-7107
Fax (586) 725-7112

FREEPIK.COM

We have great rates for monthly
advertising, set with the small to
medium business owner in mind.
• Issued in Six Counties
• Nearly 1,000 Drop Locations
• Appealing, Positive Content
• Free Graphic Design
• Extended Shelf Life
• No Additional Charge for Color
• Current and Past Issues Free Online

8900 Dixie Hwy., Fair Haven, MI 48023

Including
Harsens Island

To find out more, call
(810) 794-2300 or visit
ThumbPrintNews.com!

★

★ ★ ★ ★
★ ★ ★
Garages • Basements • Barns • Deck/Shed Removal • Estate Sales • Car Removal
Attics • Fire & Flood Damage • Tractor Work Available • Complete Clean-Up Service
★

★

Complete Trash-Out Specialists ~ Uniformed Staff
35+ Years Experience ~ Same Day Service ~ Fully Insured & Bonded

ABC

Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!

abcbees.com • abcbees@comcast.net • Licensed & Insured

SUBSCRIBE TO ENJOY
An imprint of places and people at work and play in the Thumb of Michigan

6242 King Rd., Marine City, MI 48039
Phone 810-765-3100 • info@spautorefinishing.com

Have your chimney
cleaned between
burning seasons

MAILED TO YOUR HOME!

to reduce your risk of flames later!

Fill it out this form and return it to the address below,
or call (810) 794-2300 to order by credit card.



24 Hour Gym &
Tanning Access

2 Great Locations!
Marysville— 782 Huron Blvd.
St. Clair— 201 N. Riverside Ave.

810-364-4650

AFFORDABLE
FITNESS FOR

EVERYONE

OPEN
24/7

www.vikingfitnesscenters.com
Free Pool Access Super 8, Marysville

  

Check out the Wheelin' Podcast
with Keith and Johnny Orange.

START MY SUBSCRIPTION
MONTH
YEAR

12 MONTHS FOR $30
6 MONTHS FOR $16.50
OTHER: $3 PER ISSUE
___ ISSUES FOR $___

WE ARE AN INDEPENDENT, MICHIGAN OWNED AND OPERATED NEWSPAPER.

You can download it for free at iTunes,
iHeartRadio, wheelinradio.com, and from
many of your favorite podcasting sources.

You can also follow us at
facebook.com/wheelinradio

7200 RIVER RD., MARINE CITY, MI 48039

‘

MAIL FORM & PAYMENTS TO: TPN Subscriptions − 8061 Marsh Rd., Clay, MI. 48001
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: ThumbPrint News
Cash
Check

810-765-Y ALL (9255) | WWW.FOXFIREFIXINS.COM
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15 & UP

$
General

Help Wanted
CEMENT FINISHERS AND LABORERS WANTED.

storage solutions
Indoor / Outdoor • Boat • RV
Classic Car Storage

844-786-7767
4743 Gratiot Ave., St. Clair, MI

Pay commensurate with experience. Salvaggio & Co.
Construction, call (586) 344-4325.
AARO COMPANIES, Janitors for banks and office
cleaning. PT evening positions available. Placed within
10 miles of your home. (586) 759-3700. To learn
more visit www.aarocompanies.com.
MOTORCYCLE MECHANIC WANTED. Experienced
& own tools. Email richmondcycle@frontier.com or call
(586) 727-3697.
THUMBPRINT NEWS IS NOW HIRING! We are
looking to fill an Advertising Sales Position. Both
part and full-time available, as well as hourly and
commission-based. Experience in the field of sales
is highly desirable. To learn more and apply visit
ThumbPrintNews.com.

FOXFIRE FIXIN'S RESTAURANT IS LOOKING
FOR SERVERS! Full and part-time, experienced or

willing to learn. Must be 18 years+, hard-working and
have flexibility to work varied hours on weekdays and
weekends, as well as reliable transportation.
Call (810) 614-8036 or apply on our Facebook page.

For Rent

586-839-1136
THECHAIRMANFURNITUREREPAIR.COM

sleeps six, low summer rates starting at $1,224
(inclusive) weekly. Wireless internet, outdoor, enclosed
heated pool. Call (586) 648-6168 or visit us online at
gilliganscondo.com.

10% OFF

®

WITH
THIS AD

• Complete
Auto Repair
• Computer
Diagnostics
• Electrical
• Alignments
• Exhaust Repair
• Custom Exhaust

MARRIED? DO YOU WANT TO BE?

Call Rev. Vicki, All Faiths Ordained Minister, at
(586) 843-5227 or Newlife4uministries@gmail.com.
All Ministries' services available.
PIANO LESSONS, offered in the convenience of your
home! In this busy world, it's hard to get your child to
one more appointment. Let me bring this training to
you! 30+ years experience. All ages, all keyboards,
beginners to advanced. Serving Lapeer, Sanilac, St.
Clair & Macomb counties, north of 32 Mile Road.
Call Judy at (989) 635-0536.
SEAWALL SPLASH GUARDS, 12" or 18"
professionally installed, fast service, free estimates.
Call (810) 824-2888.
EXPERIENCE ELEGANCE IN ALGONAC! The
Algonac Banquet Center is available for rental for all
occasions. Located at 1905 Mill Street in Algonac.
For questions or to book, call Keith at (248) 207-6153.

NEED A HANDYMAN OR SOME PAINTING
DONE? Handyman/Painter with 24 years of

experience. High quality work and competitive rates.
All work guaranteed to meet your satisfaction.
Call Dave at (810) 824-2888.

Wanted to Buy
BUYING WWII, VIETNAM & ALL MILITARY
ITEMS, Helmets, Uniforms, Patches, Medals, Flags,

Daggers, Pictures and more. Cash paid! Will travel.
Call or text Jay at (586) 601-8516.
MOTORCYCLES & ATVS WANTED. DEAD or ALIVE
– cash waiting! Also buying motorcycle parts. Email
richmondcycle@frontier.com or call (586) 855-9420.

OLD GAS & OIL SIGNS, OLD GAS PUMPS, AIR
METERS AND OLD FARM & SODA SIGNS.

EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE

and free estimates. Serving the Thumb area for 30+
years. (800) 400-8941 or (810) 543-3899.

Painting

MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA CONDO

CHAIRS REGLUED • WICKER/CANE REPAIRS/REWOVEN
TOUCH-UP • WOOD MAINTENANCE • FREE ESTIMATES
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

BUDGET ELECTRIC – LICENSED ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS. No job too small. Rapid response

Willing to pay cash. Honest and fair. Call or text Steve
at (248) 245-7845.

WANTED CLASSIC CAR

From 1930 to 1995. Up to $15,000 paid.
KELLY (248) 338-0852. Macomb Twp. All 7 days.

CLEANING SPECIALS

GOING ON NOW!
CALL TODAY!

BUYING, SELLING AND
BROKERING:

Used metalworking machinery.
CNC or manual. One machine or
entire plant. Lathes, machining
centers, mills, grinders, etc.
Call (586) 754-9200.
WILL PAY CASH for guitars! Electric or Acoustic.
American-made only. Fender, Gibson, older
Epiphones, Rickenbacker, Gretsch, Taylor,
Dobro, Danelectro, Mosrite,
Martin, Guild and more.
Call (586)
491-5405.

ABC

Home & Commercial Services

A multiservice company that you can trust!
abcbees@comcast.net • abcbees.com • Licensed & Insured

calendar of activities & events

DESIGN BY UPKLYAK ON FREEPIK.COM
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If you have an event in September that you would like listed in the September issue of
ThumbPrint News, email it to ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net by August 12, 2020. There is
no charge for the listing. Limited space is available for publishing events in this section. If it
becomes necessary to eliminate some of the events that were submitted to us, we apologize.
Events that were submitted earliest and non-profit events will be given the first priority.
Editor’s note: Before traveling beyond your hometown to attend any of these events, please call ahead
for any changes in dates or times or for any cancellations.

GENESEE

No events were submitted for Genesee County this month.

LAPEER

No events were submitted for Lapeer County this month.

MACOMB

All of Macomb County
All of August
Woman’s Life Chapter 855 Bottles and Cans Drive. Helping those

in need in our community. Make a difference today by donating. For larger
donations, we have a pickup service. Call (810) 392-5136 for pickup or drop off
places in Memphis, Richmond and Chesterfield.

Mount Clemens – August 15
Porch Walk and Tea with Luella, 15 Union St., 11:15 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

Enjoy a stroll through a historical neighborhood of Mount Clemens, where each
home has a story to be told. Homeowners, in first and third person, will share the
history of their homes with you from their front porches. We ask all participants to
keep 6’ apart and wear a mask. A map to the homes on this tour will be given on
the day of the walk from the Crocker House Museum garden. Presented by the
Macomb County Historical Society. Tickets are non-refundable and cost $12 for
members of the Society and $15 for non-members and are available for purchase
at crockerhousemuseum.org. The tea will be presented in first person and
will include a scone, fruit and Three Wives Tea in the garden of one of
the featured homes. For questions call (586) 465-2488.

Sterling Heights
All of August
Advance Ticket Purchase for Lincoln High School 50th Class
Reunion, Century Banquet Center, 33204 Maple Lane, 6:30 p.m. – 11:30 p.m.

on Saturday, October 3. Tickets are advance purchase only. For additional details
contact Kathy Orkisz at kathyorkisz@comcast.net.

OAKLAND

No events were submitted for Oakland County this month.

ST. CLAIR

Algonac – August – December
Advance Ticket Sales for the 17th Annual History of the Christmas
Tree Walk. Buy your ticket now for this December event! Over 200 Christmas

trees, decorated with authentic ornaments from the 1850s to the present, are
displayed inside of a 9,500 sq. ft. log home. Last year there were over 4,500
visitors to the home. This year in addition to the 17 dates of the Standard
Tour, we will be offering 13 dates for a new Deluxe Tour that will be limited
to 20 people for each time period (for those wanting to be a part of a smaller
group) and also includes meal at Foxfire Fixin's Restaurant. The Deluxe Tour
tickets are only available in advance, so get your purchase in early! Standard
Tour tickets are discounted until November 30, 2020. All details are available at
TheChristmasWalk.com or see page __ of this issue.

SANILAC

No events were submitted for Sanilac County this month.

ONLY
$6 ea.
AND
YOU
KEEP
THE
JAR

August 2020

Get Yours Today at

Foxfire Fixin's

Restaurant
7200 River Road,
Marine City, MI 4803
9

810-765-9200

Available for Take Out & Delivery*

With or without a food order. Minimum order for delivery applies.

Vixen Homemade Bloody Mary
Our secret recipe mix with house vodka.
For Tito’s, Kettle One or Absolute there is a small upcharge

Alabama Slammer

Southern Comfort, Amaretto, triple sec and
orange juice, with a splash of grenadine

John Deere

Vodka, pineapple juice, orange juice and Blue Curaçao

Moonshine Margarita

Craft moonshine, margarita mix, a splash of triple sec and lime juice

Raspberry Moscow Mule

Raspberry vodka, ginger beer, triple sec and lime juice

Spritzin' Fixin'

Banana, strawberry, coconut or blueberry-lemonade rum,
Sprite® and cranberry juice

Beer, Wine & Moonshine Also Available for Take Out and Delivery
Restaurant Open for Dine In and Carry Out - Reservations Recommended
Mon - Thurs 12 p.m. - 8 p.m. / Fri - Sun 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
LIVE Entertainment on most Friday and Saturday Nights

See Full Menu and Events Listing at www.foxfirefixins.com

OUTDOOR FUN
answer key
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(810) 794-5678 if you see carpenter bees!
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F amily F oods with a
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FAMILY FEATURES

L

osing weight and focusing on a healthful
diet may lead you back to the same
tried-and-true tricks, however, conventional
wisdom doesn’t always pay dividends. Some
eating plans may offer up new twists to help
you and your family eat meals you enjoy
without forgoing your health goals.
For example, Always Eat After 7 PM, written
by Joel Marion, CISSN, NSCA-CPT, five-time
best-selling e-book author and co-founder of
the e-commerce supplement company BioTrust
Nutrition, debunks popular diet myths and
offers an easy-to-follow diet that accelerates
fat-burning and allows you to indulge in your
most intense cravings by eating the majority
of your calories at night. The outlined plan
features a 14-day “acceleration phase” designed
for rapid results, a “main phase” when you’ll
learn which fat-burning foods to eat to achieve
your weight loss goals and a “lifestyle phase” to
keep the weight off for good.

Conventional wisdom dictates that it’s best
to avoid carbs, eat an early dinner and never
eat immediately before bed. However, Marion
debunks the myths underlying traditional
dieting with a simple, highly effective weight
loss program allowing readers to enjoy social
dinners without restriction, satisfy nighttime
hunger with fat-burning sweet and salty prebedtime snacks and indulge cravings with
strategically timed cheat meals.
With straightforward food lists, easy-tofollow meal plans and recipes for each phase,
this can be a simpler, more enjoyable way to
lose weight without feeling restricted. Taken
directly from the book, these recipes for
Pot Roast Tacos with Chimichurri, Cheesy
Ground Beef Skillet and Chili Loaded Baked
Potato can help you take part in the program
while enjoying time with loved ones at the
family table.
Learn more about the diet and book at joelmarion.com.

Pot Roast Tacos with Chimichurri

Recipe courtesy of Always Eat After 7 PM
Prep time: 10 minutes | Cook time: 5 minutes | Servings: 8
Chimichurri:
11/2 c. fresh Italian parsley
1 c. fresh cilantro
2 tbsp. green onion, chopped
1 tbsp. garlic, chopped
1/4 c. olive oil
2 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
1 tbsp. water
1 tsp. sea salt
1 tsp. crushed red pepper
Tacos:
3
8
1
4
1/4

c. chuck roast, slow cooked & chopped
yellow corn tortillas (6 in.)
ripe avocado, pitted & sliced
radishes, sliced
c. queso fresco, crumbled

To make chimichurri: In food processor,
combine parsley, cilantro, onion and garlic until
chopped. Add olive oil, lemon juice, water, salt
and red pepper; process until fully combined.
To assemble tacos: In medium skillet over
medium-high heat, cook chopped chuck roast
5 minutes. Remove from heat and mix in
1/2 cup chimichurri. In grill pan, char tortillas then
fill evenly with meat, avocado, radishes and queso
fresco. Serve with remaining chimichurri.
Nutritional information per serving:
410 calories; 24g. fat; 12 g. carbohydrates;
366 mg. sodium; 2 g. fiber; 41 g. protein;
1 g. sugar.

Chili Loaded Baked Potato

Recipe courtesy of Always Eat After 7 PM
Prep time: 15 minutes | Cook time: 1 hour, 35 minutes | Servings: 6
6 sweet potatoes (8 oz. ea.)
non-stick cooking spray
salt, to taste
pepper, to taste
1 tbsp. olive oil
2 lb. ground chuck
2 yellow onions, diced
2 tbsp. garlic, minced
3 tbsp. chili powder
2 tbsp. ground cumin
1 tbsp. dried oregano
2 tsp. smoked paprika
1/4 tsp. cayenne pepper
3 c. low-sodium beef broth
1 can (28 oz.) crushed tomatoes
1 tbsp. apple cider vinegar
1 can (15 oz.) butter beans
		 drained & rinsed
1/4 c. fresh cilantro, chopped
1 Anaheim chile, minced
1 tsp. sea salt
1/2 c. plain Greek yogurt
1/4 c. fresh cilantro leaves
1/4 c. red onion, minced

Heat oven to 400℉. Line baking sheet or
pan with parchment paper. Rinse and scrub
sweet potatoes; pat dry with paper towel and
pierce several times with fork or knife. Place
in prepared pan. Lightly spray sweet potatoes
with nonstick cooking spray and season with
salt and pepper, to taste. Bake 45 minutes1 hour until tender when poked.
In pot, heat olive oil. Saute chuck until fully
cooked. Drain fat and return to pot; add onion,
garlic, chili powder, cumin, oregano, paprika
and cayenne pepper. Reduce heat to mediumlow and saute until onions are soft, about
10 minutes, stirring often.
Add broth, crushed tomatoes and vinegar
to pot. Increase heat to high and bring to boil.
Reduce to medium-low and simmer 10 minutes.
Add butter beans, cilantro and chile; cook 5
minutes. Season with sea salt.
Split potatoes lengthwise; fluff flesh with
fork. Top evenly with chili, yogurt, cilantro
leaves and red onion.
Nutritional information per serving: 573
calories; 10 g. fat; 58 g. carbohydrates; 588 mg.
sodium; 11 g. fiber; 25 g. protein; 12 g. sugar.

Cheesy Ground Beef Skillet

Recipe courtesy of Always Eat After 7 PM
Prep time: 20 minutes | Cook time: 38 minutes | Servings: 6
13/4 c. water
1 tsp. sea salt
1 c. white rice
1 tbsp. olive oil
1 lb. extra-lean ground beef
1 yellow onion, chopped
1 tbsp. garlic, chopped
1 red bell pepper, seeded & chopped
1 tsp. dried oregano
1 tsp. dried basil
1/2 tsp. crushed red pepper
1/2 tsp. sea salt
1/4 tsp. ground black pepper
1/2 c. tomato sauce
1 can (15 oz.) kidney beans,
		drained & rinsed
1 c. shredded cheddar cheese
1/3 c. fresh parsley, minced

Le arn more ab ou
t the die
bo ok at joe lm ari on t an d
.co
m.

In saucepan over high heat, bring water to boil.
Add salt and rice; stir once then cover pot and
reduce to low heat 18 minutes.
In large skillet, heat olive oil. Stir in ground beef.
Cook and stir until beef is crumbly and no longer
pink. Drain and discard excess grease. Mix in onion
and garlic; cook until tender, about 5 minutes. Add
bell pepper, oregano, basil, red pepper, sea salt and
black pepper; cook and stir until bell pepper
is tender, about 5 minutes.
Stir in cooked rice, tomato sauce and kidney
beans. Reduce heat and cover until vegetables are
tender, about 8 minutes. Remove pan from heat,
sprinkle cheese over top and garnish with parsley.
Nutritional information per serving:
399 calories: 14 g. fat; 36 g. carbohydrates;
816 mg. sodium; 4 g. fiber; 30 g. protein; 3 g. sugar.
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698
Compare at $1,298

1,498

Flexsteel Wallsaver Chair

Compare at $2,699

Flexsteel Sofa

1,898

$

AMERICA’S BEST WARRANTY

1. FRAME . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Precision engineering of moisture-resistant, cross-grain
laminated wood lets us create frames so strong you
can count on them for a lifetime – we guarantee it.
2. JOINTS . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Dado-cut overlapping joints reinforced with additional
hardwood blocks. All base joints are further reinforced
with corner blocks that are glued and screwed into place.
3. SEAT SPRING . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Our exclusive, lifetime-guaranteed, blue steel seat spring
delivers unmatched comfort and durability. And, unlike
eight-way hand-tied springs, it never needs retying or
replacing to keep you from getting that sinking feeling a
few years from now.

4. FABRICS
Choose from over 100 fabrics at one
price on all Flexsteel® sofas and reclining
furniture.
5. CUSHION . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
The Plush Cushion features 2.5 lb. high
resiliency, polyurethane foam topped with
1.2 lb. density polyurethane foam and a
1 oz. fiber wrap – all in a white fabric
wrap.

Compare at $3,999

2,698

$
Flexsteel Leather Power Reclining Sofa

Flexsteel Sectional

Compare at $4,999

